
 
 
 

 
 
 
My Jewelry Repair Adds Yet Another Watchmaker Certification 

(New Omega Coaxial Training by SWATCH Group) 
 

Rancho Cucamonga, California — 6 June 2018 — My Jewelry Repair has just announced a new 
certification they’ve added to their certified watch repair department, which they add to other watch 
repair service distinctions like WOSTEP, CW21, SAWTA, and more. 
 

This certification comes as a result of their watch team attending (and passing) the SWATCH Group 
Omega Watchmaker Evaluation 1120 in New York. After completion of the evaluation, watchmakers 
who have passed were invited for a special training of the Omega Coaxial Movement -- known to be 
quite intricate among circles of certified watch repair professionals. 
 

More on the Omega Certification Process 

 

For almost a decade, Omega’s technical training department has certified watchmakers, ensuring 
they get hands-on experience with applicable equipment and in-depth instruction necessary to meet 
the service requirements of the Omega brand. Omega is an iconic Swiss luxury watchmaker based 
in Biel/Bienne, Switzerland (which formally operated as the La Generale Watch Co, which was 
founded back in 1848). 
 

Swatch Group U.S. recently revamped their former Service Provider Training (SPT) module, which 
offers supplemental technical training, as well as mandatory testing for certified watch repair 
providers who obtain spare parts for applicable brands of the group. 
 

The examination itself, which is heavily based on the Omega caliber 1120, is an intensive 5-day 
modular skills course which is designed to educate and expose the candidate to the watchmaking 
standards and techniques of Swatch Group U.S.  
 

Once a watchmaker successfully completes the program it also acts as a prerequisite for future 
trainings provided by SWATCH Group. 
 

Candidates are given a movement, dial, hands, and case. They are expected to perform a basic 
service with a host of faults implemented into the movement that the candidate is charged with 
identifying, addressing, and correcting. The repair and the watch are evaluated for cleanliness and 
adherence to additional service criteria (which includes dial and hand setting, timing, and casing). 
 

After watchmakers from the My Jewelry Repair Watch Department passed the certification course, 
Omega themselves sent MJR specialized equipment for working on their Coaxial Movement, 
equipment and tools only presented to watchmakers who are certified to professionally handle the 
delicacies of this particular movement. My Jewelry Repair offers certified watch repair for Omega 
brands and a host of additional iconic watch names on a national scale. 
 

More on My Jewelry Repair 
 

My Jewelry Repair is an online, mail-in certified watch repair and master jewelry repair service that 
provides a user-friendly experience on their website. Founded in 2014, they offer convenient 
customer service and expert, certified repairs, maintaining a presence on both East and West coasts 
of the country. My Jewelry Repair continues to evolve into a leading online, mail-in jewelry and 
watch repair service. Visit MyJewelryRepair.com/watch-repair for more information. 
 


